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Given two rings R and S, we study the category equivalences T ¡ Y , where T is
a torsion class of R-modules and Y is a torsion-free class of S-modules. These
 .equivalences correspond to quasi-tilting triples R, V, S , where V is a bimoduleR S
which has, ``locally,'' a tilting behavior. Comparing this setting with tilting bimod-
ules and, more generally, with the torsion theory counter equivalences introduced
by Colby and Fuller, we prove a local version of the Tilting Theorem for quasi-tilt-
ing triples. A whole section is devoted to examples in case of algebras over a field.
Q 1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let R and S be rings, and denote by R-Mod and S-Mod the categories
 .of left R-modules and S-modules. Given two torsion theories T, F and
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 .X , Y in R-Mod and S-Mod, respectively, we say that the couple of func-
F 6
6tors R-Mod S-Mod induces an equivalence between T and Y if theG
restrictions of F and G give a category equivalence between T and Y and
the kernels of F and G coincide with F and X , respectively. Moreover, we
say that this equivalence is represented by the bimodule V if it is inducedR S
 .by the functors F s Hom V , y and G s V m y .R S R S
w xIn a recent paper CbF2 , Colby and Fuller have investigated the
existence of functors between R-Mod and S-Mod which induce pairs of
equivalences, one between T and Y , the other between X and F. If such
 .  .functors exist, the torsion theories T, F and X , Y are said to be
counter equi¨ alent and the pair of equivalences is said to be a torsion theory
counter equi¨ alence.
  4.  4 .Since R-Mod, 0 and 0 , S-Mod are obviously torsion theories,
Morita equivalences are examples of torsion theory counter equivalences.
Nevertheless, the main examples follow from tilting theory: if T is aR S
 . Xtilting bimodule, the functors F s Hom T , y , G s T m y and F sR S
1  . X S .Ext T , y , G s Tor T , y induce a counter equivalence between theR 1
 X .  X .torsion theories Ker F , Ker F in R-Mod and Ker G, Ker G in S-Mod.
w xIn CbF2 it is proved that a torsion theory counter equivalence is
represented by a pair of bimodules. Moreover, necessary and sufficient
conditions are given on a pair of bimodules to represent a torsion theory
counter equivalence. Influenced by this paper, generalizing this point of
view, we have studied the existence of category equivalences between a
torsion class in R-Mod and a torsion-free class in S-Mod. These equiva-
lences are shown to be represented by bimodules which have, ``locally,'' a
tilting behavior. Moreover, these bimodules are tilting exactly when every
injective R-module is torsion and every projective S-module is torsion-free.
In Section 1 we recall the definition and the principal results about
tilting modules, characterizing them by means of the equivalences that
 .they represent Theorem 1.5 . We introduce a notion of cotilting module
 .Definition 1.6 , and we prove that the cotiltings are the Ext-injective
 .modules in the torsion-free classes cogenerated by them Proposition 1.7 .
 .In Section 2 we introduce quasi-tilting modules Definition 2.2 : they
w xgeneralize tiltings as quasi-progenerators F generalize progenerators, i.e.,
the bimodules representing Morita equivalences. Indeed, a quasi-tilting
 .module V has, in the category Gen V of modules subgenerated by V,R R R
 . w xsimilar properties to tilting modules in R-Mod Proposition 2.1 . In HRS
Happel, Reiten, and Smalù introduce the notion of tilting objects for an
 .abelian category. Even if Gen V is an abelian full subcategory ofR
R-Mod, nevertheless quasi-tiltings are not tilting objects in the sense of
w x  .HRS , since they may have high projective dimension Example 5.4 . If the
ring is either finitely cogenerated or commutative, then a module is tilting
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 .if and only if it is faithful and quasi-tilting Corollary 2.4 . Similarly to the
tilting case, if Q is an injective cogenerator and V is a quasi-tiltingR R
U  .  . module, then V s Hom V, Q is a cotilting End V -module CorollaryR R
.2.8 . Next, generalizing the notion of a tilting triple, we introduce quasi-
 .tilting triples. These triples R, V, S represent, by means of the bimodule
V , any equivalence between a torsion class in R-Mod and a torsion-freeR S
 .class in S-Mod Theorem 2.6 .
In Section 3 we study the torsion theory counter equivalences which are
given by a tilting module. In particular, we characterize them Theorem
.  .  .3.4 as those involving torsion theories T, F and X , Y such that one of
 .the following conditions holds: a T cogenerates R-Mod and Y generates
 .  .S-Mod; b T and Y are faithful, and T is closed under direct products; c
the counter equivalence is induced by the covariant hom, tensor, ext, and
tor functors associated to a single bimodule.
wIn Section 4 we prove that a local version of CbF1, The Tilting
x  .Theorem still holds true for quasi-tilting triples R, V, S . More precisely,
 .the equivalence T ¡ Y represented by R, V, S can be completed, by
means of the covariant ext and tor functors associated to V , to twoR S
couples of functors inducing a counter equivalence between torsion theo-
X X .  .  .  .  .ries T, F in Gen V and X , Y in SrAnn V -Mod Theorem 4.1 .R S
w x  .Next, comparing CbF2 with our setting Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 , we
 .obtain a criterion Theorem 4.6 on a pair of quasi-tilting triples to
wrepresent a torsion theory counter equivalence, which is close to CbF2,
xTheorem 2.5 .
In Section 5 we collect examples and counter-examples, confining our-
selves to algebras over a fixed field. We stress the fact that these algebras
are very special from several points of view. Indeed, with the exception of
 .two cases Examples 5.1 and 5.3 , we deal only with finite-dimensional
algebras of finite representation type. Moreover, with the exception of one
 .case Example 5.7 , these representation-finite algebras are also directed
w xR . As we shall see, it suffices to consider algebras with very few indecom-
posable modules to show that there are more than expected torsion theory
counter equivalences. It actually turns out that the theory developed over
arbitrary rings does not fade in this particular setting. On the contrary, we
may often use finite-dimensional algebras to make sure that our results
cannot be improved.
We recall now some definitions and notation used throughout the paper.
All rings have nonzero identity and all modules are unitary. If R is a
ring, and L g R-Mod, then:
 .   ..Gen L resp. Cogen L denotes the class of all left R-modules gener-
 .ated resp. cogenerated by L, that is, all M g R-Mod such that there exist
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f
l. a cardinal l and an epimorphism L ª M ª 0 resp. a monomorphism
f
l.0 ª M ª L .
 .   ..  . Pres L resp. Copres L denotes the subclass of Gen L resp.
 .. Cogen L consisting of all left R-modules M which are presented resp.
.copresented by L; that is, there exists an exact sequence of the form
c f f c
 m . l. l m .  .L ª L ª M ª 0 resp. 0 ª M ª L ª L , so that M and Ker f s
 .   .  ..  .Im c resp. Coker f ( Im c are generated resp. cogenerated by L.
 .  .add L denotes the subclass of Pres L consisting of all summands of
finite direct sums of copies of L.
 .   ..   .  .4Tr M resp. Rej M denotes the trace  Im f ¬ f g Hom L, ML L R
   .  .4.resp. the reject F Ker f ¬ f g Hom M, L of L in M, that is, theR
 .  . largest resp. smallest submodule M of M such that M g Gen L resp.0 0
 ..MrM g Cogen L .0
H  H .L resp. L denotes the class of all left R-modules M such that
1  .  1  . .Ext L, M s 0 resp. Ext M, L s 0 .R R
 .E L denotes the injective envelope of L.
 l..  .l.A module M g R-Mod is self-small if Hom M, M ( Hom M, MR R
canonically for each cardinal l. Of course, every finitely generated module
w xis self-small, but the converse is not true in general FuS, Lemma 24 .
If C is a class of left R-modules, we denote by C the smallest subclass
of R-Mod containing C and closed under taking submodules and factor
modules.
All the subcategories are full subcategories of modules, and all the
functors are additive functors.
1. TILTINGS AND COTILTINGS
1.1. DEFINITION. A module T is a tilting module if:R
 .  .i T is finitely presented and proj dim T F 1, i.e., there is anR R
X Y X Y  .exact sequence 0 ª R ª R ª T ª 0 with R , R g add R ;
 . 1  .ii Ext T , T s 0;R
 . X Y X Yiii there is an exact sequence 0 ª R ª T ª T ª 0 with T , T
 .g add T .
 w x.It can be shown see C2, Theorem 3 that, in Definition 1.1, condition
 .ii can be replaced by
 X. 1  k ..ii Ext T , T s 0 for each cardinal kR
 .and condition iii can be replaced by
 X .  . 1  .iii for all M g R-Mod, if Hom T , M s 0 s Ext T , M , thenR R
M s 0.
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For instance, every progenerator s finitely generated projective genera-
.tor is a tilting module.
w  .xIn CT, Proposition 1.3 iii the following result is proved:
1.2. PROPOSITION. A module T is tilting if and only if T is self-smallR R
 .  . Hin fact finitely generated and Gen T s T .R
Hence, a tilting T is a self-small module which is Ext-projective exactlyR
 .in the class of all modules generated by T. In particular, Gen T is aR R
torsion class containing the injective modules, so that the corresponding
 .torsion theory is hereditary if and only if Gen T s R-Mod. Moreover,R
 . a1. a 0 .every module M g Gen T has a T-resolution ??? ª T ª T ª MR
ª 0, owing to the following:
w x  . H  .1.3. PROPOSITION CT, Lemma 1.2 . If Gen T s T , then Gen TR R
 .s Pres T .R
1.4. DEFINITION. A torsion class T : R-Mod is called a tilting torsion
class if T is generated by a tilting module.
w x  .Given a bimodule T , following CbF1 , we say that R, T , S is a tiltingR S
 . wtriple if T is a tilting module and S s End T . As proved in CbF1,R R
xProposition 1.1 , in this case T is a faithfully balanced bimodule and TR S S
is a tilting module, too.
 .Tilting triples R, T , S characterize the equivalences between a torsion
class of R-Mod containing the injectives and a torsion-free class of S-Mod
containing the projectives:
1.5. THEOREM. Let R and S be rings and let T be a bimodule. Then theR S
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i R, T , S is a tilting triple;
 .  .ii the functors Hom T , y and T m y gi¨ e an equi¨ alence be-R S
tween a torsion class T : R-Mod containing the injecti¨ e modules and a
torsion-free class Y : S-Mod containing the projecti¨ e modules.
 . H  U . H UIn such a case T s Gen T s T and Y s Cogen T s T , whereR S
U  .T s Hom T , Q for an arbitrary injecti¨ e cogenerator Q of R-Mod.S R S R
w x w xProof. It follows from CbF1, Theorem 1.4 and C2, Proposition 7 ,
H U S . 1  U .since T s Ker Tor T , y , by the canonical isomorphism Ext y, T1 S
S  . . w x( Hom Tor T , y , Q CE, Proposition 5.1 .R 1
w xIn analogy with CbF1, Section 2 , we give the following:
1.6. DEFINITION. A module W is a cotilting module if:R
 .  .i inj dim W F 1;R
 . 1  k .ii Ext W , W s 0 for each cardinal k;R
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 .  . 1  .iii for all M g R-Mod, if Hom M, W s 0 s Ext M, W , thenR R
M s 0.
For instance, every injective cogenerator is a cotilting module.
 .Note that in the above definition we cannot replace condition iii by the
 .   ..dual of Definition 1.1 iii see Example 5.3 c . However, except for finite-
ness conditions, the notion of cotilting module is dual to that of tilting
 w xmodule tiltings without finiteness conditions have been studied in CT ,
w x.and cotiltings are further investigated in CTT . Therefore, in light of
Proposition 1.2, the following result is not surprising:
 .1.7. PROPOSITION. W is a cotilting module if and only if Cogen WR R
sH W.
Proof. Let W be cotilting. Then H W is closed under submodulesR
 . k H  .because of i , and W g W for all k because of ii . ThereforeR
 . H H  .Cogen W : W. Now, let M g W. Applying Hom y, W to theR R
exact sequence
0 ª Rej M ª M ª MrRej M ª 0, .  .W W
we obtain
(
0ªHom MrRej M , W ª Hom M , W ªHom Rej M , W .  .  . .  .R W R R W
ªExt1 MrRej M , W ªExt1 M , W ªExt1 Rej M , W ª0, .  .  . .  .R W R R W
1   . .  .  .where Ext MrRej M , W s 0 because WrRej M g Cogen WR W W R
H 1  .   . .: W and Ext M, W s 0 by assumption. Thus, Hom Rej M , WR R W
1   . .  .  .s 0 s Ext Rej M , W , therefore Rej M s 0 by iii . This provesR W W
 .that M g Cogen W .R
 . H  .  .Conversely, if Cogen W s W, then conditions ii and iii are clearlyR
satisfied. Moreover H W contains every projective module and it is closed
under submodules. Therefore, for every module M and exact sequenceR
0 ª K ª P ª M ª 0 in R-Mod with P projective, we get the exact row
0 s Ext1 K , W ª Ext2 M , W ª Ext2 P , W s 0 .  .  .R R R
2  .  .that produces Ext M, W s 0. This proves i .R
The last result shows that a cotilting W is a module which is Ext-injec-R
tive exactly in the class of all modules cogenerated by W. In particular,R
 .Cogen W is a torsion-free class containing the projective modules, andR
the corresponding torsion theory can be hereditary and nontrivial see
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 . .  .X , Y in Example 5.6 . Moreover, every module M g Cogen W has aR
W-coresolution 0 ª M ª W a0 ª W a1 ª ??? , owing to the following:
 . H  .1.8. PROPOSITION. If Cogen W s W , then Cogen W sR R
 .Copres W .R
 .  . XProof. Let M g Cogen W and X s Hom M, W . Let h: M ª WR R
 .   ..be the diagonal morphism h m s x m . Since M is cogenerated byx g X
W, h is injective. From the exact sequenceR
h
X0 ª M ª W ª C s Coker h ª 0, .
we get the exact sequence
hU
X 1 1 XHom W , W ª Hom M , W ª Ext C , W ª Ext W , W s 0. .  .  .  .R R R R
U 1  .The morphism h is surjective by construction. Thus we have Ext C, WR
 .s 0, i.e., C g Cogen W .R
1.9. DEFINITION. A torsion-free class Y : R-Mod is called a cotilting
torsion-free class if Y is cogenerated by a cotilting module.
1.10. Remark. Every tilting torsion class is equivalent, as a category, to
 .a cotilting torsion-free class. In fact, if R, T , S is a tilting triple, then
 .from Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 1.7 it follows that T s Gen T isR
 U . Uequivalent to Y s Cogen T , where T is tilting and T is cotilting.S R S
Even in this case, it can happen that TU is neither finitely generated norS
 U .  .finitely cogenerated: Example 5.1 shows that Cogen T / Cogen MS S
for any finitely generated or finitely cogenerated module M.S
2. QUASI-TILTING MODULES
w xIn MO , Menini and Orsatti introduced a class of modules, later called
w x)-modules, that generalizes both quasi-progenerators F and tiltings. A
 .module V is a )-module provided the functors Hom V, y and V m yR R S
 .  U .give an equivalence between Gen V and Cogen V , where S sR S
 .End V . The following result introduces a subclass of )-modules thatR
generalizes tilting modules similarly as the notion of quasi-progenerator
extends that of progenerator.
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let V be a module. The following conditions areR
equi¨ alent:
 .  .i V is a )-module and Gen V is a torsion class;R R
 .  . Hii V is a )-module and Gen V : V ;R R
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 .  .  . Hiii V is self-small and Pres V s Gen V : V ;R R R
H .  .  .iv V is finitely generated and Gen V l V s Gen V .R R R
 .  . w xProof. i m ii It is C1, Proposition 4.4 .
 .  . w  .  .xii m iii It follows from C1, Theorem 4.1, 1 m 3 .
 .  . w xii « iv By T , V is finitely generated, and, by hypothesis,R
H H .  .  .Gen V : Gen V l V . Conversely, let M g Gen V l V . ThenR R R
there is a short exact sequence 0 ª M ª M X ª MY ª 0, where M X g
 . 1  . w xGen V , and Ext V, M s 0. From C1, Proposition 4.3 , it follows thatR R
 .M g Gen V .R
 .  .  . H  X .iv « ii Clearly, Gen V : V . Let M F V . Since MR R
H .  .g Gen V , we have that M g Gen V if and only if M g V . ThisR R
 . w xmeans that condition 5 of C1, Theorem 4.1 is satisfied, so that V is aR
)-module.
2.2. DEFINITION. A module V which satisfies the equivalent condi-R
tions of Proposition 2.1 is called a quasi-tilting module. A torsion class in
R-Mod generated by a quasi-tilting module is called a quasi-tilting torsion
class.
 .If T is tilting, then Gen T s R-Mod, as every injective module isR R
generated by T. Therefore, comparing Proposition 1.2 to PropositionR
 .2.1 iv , we obtain that each tilting module is quasi-tilting. Moreover, we
can say}roughly speaking}that a module V is quasi-tilting if and only ifR
 .V is ``tilting in Gen V .'' This situation is analogous to that of quasi-pro-R R
 .generators, which can be considered ``progenerators in Gen V .''R
The main aim of this section is to characterize the equivalences between
a torsion class in R-Mod and a torsion-free class in S-Mod by means of
the covariant hom and tensor functors associated to a quasi-tilting module.
The ideas and techniques involved in this project have been suggested by
w xstudying recent results of Colby and Fuller in CbF2 .
We start with a comparison between tiltings and quasi-tiltings:
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let V be a quasi-tilting module. Then V is a tiltingR R
module if and only if one of the following equi¨ alent conditions hold:
 .  .  .i Gen V s R-Mod, i.e., R g Gen V ;R R R
 .  .ii Gen V contains e¨ery injecti¨ e left R-module;R
 .  .  .iii E R g Gen V ;R R
 .  .iv V is faithful and Gen V is closed under direct products;R R
 .  .v V is faithful and V is finitely generated as an End V -module;R R
 . nvi there is an exact sequence 0 ª R ª V for some n g N;R R
 .  .vii Gen V is a tilting torsion class.R
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w x wProof. It follows from Proposition 2.1, CM, Proposition 1.5 , C2,
x w xTheorem 3 , and CT, Proposition 2.5 .
2.4. COROLLARY. Let R be a ring, V a left R-module, and set R sR
 .RrAnn V . If eitherR
 .i R is finitely cogenerated, or
 .  4ii there exists a finite spanning set ¨ , . . . , ¨ for V o¨er the commu-1 n
 .tator of Ann ¨ , . . . , ¨ ,R 1 n
 .then Gen V s R-Mod.R
If , moreo¨er, V is a quasi-tilting module, then V is a tilting module.R R
In particular, if R is either finitely cogenerated or commutati¨ e, then the
class of tilting modules coincides with the class of faithful quasi-tilting mod-
ules.
 .  .  .Proof. In case i , the position r q Ann V ¬ r¨ defines aR ¨ g V
V wmonomorphism R ª V . As R is finitely cogenerated, by AF, Proposition
nx10.2 there exists a monomorphism R ª V , for some n g N. Similarly, in
 .  .  .case ii , the position r q Ann V ¬ r¨ , . . . , r¨ defines a monomor-R 1 n
n  .  .phism R ª V . In both cases, R g Gen V : R-Mod, so that Gen VR R
s R-Mod.
If, moreover, V is a quasi-tilting module, then V is quasi-tilting, too,R R
so that Proposition 2.3 applies to V.R
The last sentence is now clear.
Comparing tiltings to quasi-tiltings, the question of measuring the gap
between the three conditions in Definition 1.1 and the notion of quasi-tilt-
 .ing naturally arises. If V is quasi-tilting, then condition ii clearly holdsR
 .  .true. On the other hand, by Proposition 2.3 vi , condition iii is strong
 .enough to imply that V is tilting, and condition i is quite far, asR
Examples 5.3 and 5.4 show.
Let V be a bimodule. Generalizing the notion of tilting triple, we sayR S
 .that R, V, S is a quasi-tilting triple if V is a quasi-tilting module,R
 .  .  .SrAnn V ( End V , and V m Ann V s 0. Let us prove that quasi-S R SS
 .tilting triples R, V, S characterize the equivalences between a torsion
class in R-Mod and a torsion-free class in S-Mod, improving Theorem 1.5.
First, we need the following:
 .2.5. LEMMA. Let V be a right S-module and I s Ann V . Let usS S
 4  .consider the torsion class X s L ¬ V m L s 0 in S-Mod, and let t yS S
and Y be, respecti¨ ely, the associated radical and torsion-free class. Then the
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i I s t S ;
 .ii I g X , i.e., V m I s 0;S
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 . S .iii Tor V, SrI s 0;1
 .  .iv I : Ann Y , i.e., Y : SrI-Mod;S
 .v Y s SrI-Mod.
 .  .Proof. i « ii It is trivial.
 .  .ii m iii From the exact sequence 0 ª I ª S ª SrI ª 0, we get
the exact row
( 0 (S0 ª Tor V , SrI ª V m I ª V m S ª V m SrI ª 0. .1 S S S
 .  .ii « iv Suppose that there is Y g Y such that IY / 0, and let
Iy / 0, with y g Y. Then the right multiplication by y is a nonzero
 .element of Hom I, Y , a contradiction.S
 .  .  .iv « i As Srt S is an element of Y , by hypothesis we have that
 .  .  .  .I : t S . Conversely, V m t S s 0 implies V t S s 0, i.e., t S : I.S
 .  .  .  .i & iv « v By i we have that SrI g Y , thence SrI-Mod : Y .
 .The other inclusion follows from iv .
 .  .v « iv It is trivial.
 .2.6. THEOREM. I Let R and S be rings, T a torsion class in R-Mod, Y a
H 6
6torsion-free class in S-Mod, and suppose that T Y is a category equi¨ a-T
 .lence. Let I s Ann Y ; then SrI g Y . Denote by Q an injecti¨ e cogenera-S
 . U   ..tor of R-Mod, and let V s T SrI and V s H t Q . Then:R S S S S T R
 .  .  .a R, V, S is a quasi-tilting triple and I s Ann V ;S
 .  .b H ( Hom V, y and T ( V m y ;R S
 .  .  U .c T s Gen V and Y s Cogen V .R S
 .  .  .II Let R, V, S be a quasi-tilting triple. Let I s Ann V , H sS
 . U  .Hom V, y , T s V m y , and V s H Q , where Q is a fixed injecti¨ eR S RS
cogenerator in R-Mod. Then:
 .  .  U .a T s Gen V is a torsion class in R-Mod and Y s Cogen VR S
 .is a torsion-free class in S-Mod with I s Ann Y ;S
H 6
6 .b T Y is a category equi¨ alence.T
 .  .  .   ..III Assume that I or II holds. Then T, Ker Hom V, y andR
 .Ker V m y , Y are torsion theories. Moreo¨er, the following equalitiesS
hold:
Y s SrI-Mod l Ker Tor S V , y s Ker Tor Sr I V , y .  .1 1
and Y s SrI-Mod.
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 . w xProof. I Under our hypotheses, CbF2, Lemma 2.1 }which general-
w x  .  .ize MO, Theorem 3.1 }works. Hence b and c are proved, and SrI (
 .  U . U  .End V . Hence Y s Cogen V and V ( Hom V , Q , so thatR S S R R S R
 .  U .  .I s Ann Y s Ann V s Ann V . Moreover, V is a )-module andS S S R
 .  .Gen V is a torsion class; thus, by Proposition 2.1 i , we have that V isR R
 .quasi-tilting. To complete the proof of a , we show that V m I s 0. LetS
X be the torsion class in S-Mod associated to Y . Then N g X if and onlyS
 U .  U .   ..if Hom N, V s 0. Since Hom y, V ( Hom y, Hom V, Q (S S S R
 .  U .Hom V m y , Q , we have that Ker Hom y, V s Ker V m y .R SS S
Thus N g X if and only if V m N s 0. Hence we may apply Lemma 2.5,S S
 .  .iv « ii , to obtain the thesis.
 .  .  .II By Proposition 2.1 i , Gen V is a torsion class in R-Mod andR
 .V is a )-module. Moreover, SrI ( End V , so thatR R
 .Hom V , yR R Sr I
U
6
6Gen V Cogen V .  .R SrIVm yR Sr I
 U .is an equivalence, and Cogen V is a torsion-free class in SrI-ModSr I
 w x.  U .  U .see CM, Proposition 1.2 . We can regard Cogen V s Cogen VSr I S
 .as a subcategory of S-Mod, obtaining b . In order to prove that
 U .Cogen V is a torsion-free class in S-Mod too, we have to check that itS
is closed under extensions. Let
0 ª N X ª N ª NY ª 0
X Y  U .be an exact sequence in S-Mod, where N , N g Cogen V . It remainsS
to be proved that N belongs to SrI-Mod. Let us consider the torsion class
 4  U .X s L ¬ V m L s 0 in S-Mod. As Ker Hom y, V s Ker V m y ,S SS S
 U .  U .we have that Hom X , V s 0. Then Cogen V is X-torsion-free.S S
Therefore, N is X-torsion-free, too. As V m I s 0 by hypothesis, andS
 .  .Lemma 2.5, ii « iv , applies, we obtain N g SrI-Mod.
 .III Since the torsion class T is generated by V, the correspondingR
 .torsion-free class coincides with the kernel of Hom V, y . Moreover, theR
U  U .torsion-free class Y is cogenerated by V , and Ker Hom y, V sS S
Ker V m y ; hence the corresponding torsion class coincides with theS
 .  .kernel of V m y . Thus, we may apply Lemma 2.5, iv « v , to obtainS
 . wY s SrI-Mod. Since V is a )-module and SrI ( End V , by CM,R R
x  U . Sr I .Proposition 1.2 it follows that Y s Cogen V s Ker Tor V, y . ItSr I 1
remains to prove that a module N g SrI-Mod belongs to Y if and only if
iS  X . .Tor V, N s 0. Let 0 ª K ª SrI ª N ª 0 be exact in SrI-Mod.1
Since SrI g Y , we have that SrI  X . and K are in Y . Applying V m yS
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to the previous exact sequence, and using Lemma 2.5 to obtain
S .Tor V, SrI s 0, we get the exact row1
Vm iSS  X .60 ª Tor V , N ª V m K V m SrI ª V m N ª 0. .1 S S S
Since V m y ( V m y in SrI-Mod, repeating an argument similar toS Sr I
w xCM, Proposition 1.2 , we can see that N g Y if and only if V m i is aS
S .monomorphism, i.e., Tor V, N s 0.1
H 6
6 .2.7. Remarks. a By Theorem 2.6, if T Y is the equivalence associ-T
 . ated to the quasi-tilting triple R, V, S , then it is represented see Section
.0 by the bimodule V . Moreover, using Proposition 2.1, the followingR S
identities hold:
T s Gen V , Y s End V -Mod, .  .R R
1 ST s T l Ker Ext V , y , Y s Y l Ker Tor V , y . .  .R 1
 .This means that the two abelian categories really involved by R, V, S are
 .  .Gen V and End V -Mod, rather than R-Mod and S-Mod. This will beR R
definitely confirmed by Theorem 4.1.
 .  .b It is easy to see that if R, V, S is a quasi-tilting triple and I, J
 .are ideals respectively of R and of S, such that I F Ann V andR
 .  .J F Ann V , then RrI, V, SrJ is a quasi-tilting triple too. In particular,S
 .if V is a quasi-tilting module, we can put R s RrAnn V and S sR R
 .  .End V , obtaining a quasi-tilting triple R, V, S , where V is faithful onR R S
both sides.
 .c The notion of quasi-tilting triple is not left]right symmetric. In
w xfact, CM, Example 1.6 gives a faithfully balanced bimodule V such thatR S
V is a projective quasi-progenerator and V is not finitely generated.R S
 .  .  w x wThen Gen V s Gen V / R-Mod see F, Lemma 2.2 and AF, LemmaR R
x.  .  .17.7 . By Proposition 2.1 iv , R, V, S is a quasi-tilting triple, but V is notS
finitely generated, hence not quasi-tilting. Moreover, V represents anR S
 .  w x.equivalence between Gen V and S-Mod see F, Theorem 2.6 , whichR
obviously cannot be extended to a counter equivalence between R-Mod
and S-Mod. Therefore, the existence of an equivalence between a torsion
class and a torsion-free class does not assure that the corresponding
  .torsion-free and torsion classes are equivalent too see also Remark 5.9 1
.and Example 5.10 .
By Theorem 2.6, we get the following generalization of Remark 1.10:
 .2.8. COROLLARY. Let R, V, S be a quasi-tilting triple and let
 .Hom V , yR 6
6T Y be the represented equi¨ alence. Then T is a quasi-tiltingVm yS
 .torsion class in R-Mod and Y is a cotilting torsion-free class in End V -Mod.R
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 .Proof. By Theorem 2.6, T s Gen V is clearly a quasi-tilting torsionR
 .  . w xclass. Since End V ( SrI, with I s Ann Y , by CE, Proposition 5.1R S
we have, for every N g SrI-Mod,
Ext1 N , V U s Ext1 N , Hom V , Q ( Hom Tor Sr I V , N , Q . .  .  . .  .Sr I Sr I R R 1
Therefore, by Theorem 2.6,
Y s Cogen V U s Ker Tor Sr I V , y s Ker Ext1 y, V U sH V U , .  . . 1 Sr I Sr ISrI
Uand V is a cotilting module by Proposition 1.7.Sr I
3. TORSION THEORY COUNTER EQUIVALENCES
One of the deepest results in tilting theory is a considerable generaliza-
tion of Morita equivalence. A faithfully balanced progenerator P repre-R S
sents an equivalence between R-Mod and S-Mod. Similarly, a tilting triple
 .R, T , S gives a pair of category equivalences
 . 1  .Hom T , y Ext T , yR R6
6
6
6T Y and F X ,STm y  .Tor T , yS 1
 .  .where T, F and X , Y are torsion theories, respectively, in R-Mod and
 .  win S-Mod, canonically associated to R, T , S see CbF1, The Tilting
x.Theorem .
w xRecently Colby and Fuller in CbF2 , investigating a more general
 .setting, have proved the following result: given two torsion theories T, F
H 6
6 .in R-Mod and X , Y in S-Mod, a pair of equivalences T Y andTT X X6
6X F is represented by a pair of bimodules V and V , that is,R S S RXH
 . X  X . X XH ( Hom V, y , T ( V m y , T ( Hom V , y , H ( V m y andR SS R
X X w xT s Ker H , F s Ker H, X s Ker T , Y s Ker T . Following CbF2 , we
call these pairs of functors a torsion theory counter equi¨ alence between
VR S66 .  .66R-Mod and S-Mod, and we denote it by T, F X , Y . A characteriza-XVS R
tion of a pair of bimodules V and V X that represent a torsion theoryR S S R
w xcounter equivalence is given in CbF2, Theorem 2.5 .
 .When R, T , S is a tilting triple, the corresponding pair of equivalences
mentioned above produces a torsion theory counter equivalence
TR S X 166 .  .  .66T, F X , Y , where T s Ext T , R . In this section we study whenS R RXTS R
a torsion theory counter equivalence is of this kind.
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VR S66 .  .663.1. LEMMA. Let T, F X , Y be a torsion theory counter equi¨ a-XVS Rlence. Then:
 .  .  .  .  X .  .i Ann T s Ann V and Ann F s Ann V s Tr R ;R R R R V
 .  .  X .  .  .  .Xii Ann X s Ann V and Ann Y s Ann V s Tr S .S S S S V
 .  .Proof. i Applying Theorem 2.6 I to the equivalence T ¡ Y , we have
 .  .  .T s Gen V , so that Ann T s Ann V . Applying the same theoremR R R
 .  X .to the equivalence X ¡ F, we have Ann F s Ann V . The equalityR R
 X .  . w xAnn V s Tr R is contained in CbF2, Lemma 3.2 .R V
 .ii It can be proved in the same way.
3.2. DEFINITION. A torsion theory counter equivalence of the form
VR S66 .  .  .  .66T, F X , Y is said to be basic if Ann T l Ann F s 0R RXVS R
 .  .and Ann X l Ann Y s 0.S S
This means that the rings R and S are minimal, in the following sense:
X X  .there are no proper quotient rings R of R or S of S such that T, F and
 . X XX , Y are still torsion theories in R -Mod and S -Mod, respectively.
There is a basic counter equivalence canonically associated to each
torsion theory counter equivalence:
VR S66 .  .663.3. PROPOSITION. Let T, F X , Y be a torsion theory counterXVS R
Ã Ã .  .  .equi¨ alence. Put R s RrAnn T l Ann F and S s SrAnn X lR R S
VÃ ÃR S66 .  .  .66Ann Y . Then T, F X , Y is a basic counter equi¨ alence betweenS XVÃ ÃS RÃ ÃR-Mod and S-Mod.
Ã Ã  .  .Proof. By the definition of R and S, the pairs T, F and X , Y are
Ã Ãtorsion theories, respectively, in R-Mod and S-Mod. The thesis follows
w xfrom CbF2, Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.1.
 .Every torsion theory counter equivalence given by a tilting triple R, V, S
 .is basic: indeed, V is faithfully balanced, so that Ann T s 0 sR S R
 .Ann Y by Lemma 3.1. Conversely, the following two results explainS
when a torsion theory counter equivalence, or the associated basic one, is
given by a tilting bimodule V .R S
VR S66 .  .663.4. THEOREM. Let T, F X , Y be a torsion theory counter equi¨ -XVS R
alence. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i V is tilting bimodule:R S
 . S . 1  .  .ii Tor V, y and Ext V, y induce see Section 0 an equi¨ a-1 R
lence between X and F;
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 . Xiii V can be chosen so that there are natural isomorphisms ofS R
 X . S . X 1  .functors: Hom V , y ( Tor V, y in S-Mod, V m y ( Ext V, yS 1 RR
in R-Mod;
 .iv T contains e¨ery injecti¨ e R-module and Y contains e¨ery projec-
ti¨ e S-module;
 .  .v E R g T and S g Y ;R S
 .vi T s R-Mod and Y s S-Mod;
 .  .  .vii Ann T s 0 s Ann Y and T is closed under direct products.R S
 .  . w xProof. i « ii It follows from CbF1, Theorem 1.4 .
 .  . w x X 1  .ii « iii By CbF2, Theorem 2.2 , the bimodule V s Ext V, RS R R
represents an equivalence between X and F.
 .  . w xiii « iv By CbF2, Theorem 2.2 we have the equalities T s
X  X .Ker V m y and Y s Ker Hom V , y . Hence, by hypothesis, everySR
injective R-module is in T and every projective S-module is in Y .
 .  .iv « v It is obvious.
 .  .v « vi It is easy as, by hypothesis, R g T.
 .  .vi « vii By hypothesis, R is a submodule of a module in T, soR
 .that Ann T s 0, and S is a quotient of a module in Y , so thatR S
 .  . w xAnn Y s 0. Moreover, T s Gen V by CbF2, Lemma 2.1 , and V isS R R
w x  . wa )-module by CbF2, Theorem 2.5 . Since Gen V s R-Mod, by C1,R
x  1  . 4Proposition 4.5 we have that T s M ¬ Ext V, M s 0 . This proves thatR R
T is closed under direct products.
 .  . w xvii « i By hypothesis, Lemma 3.1, and CbF2, Theorem 2.5 , we
 .  .have that V is a faithful )-module, S ( End V and Gen V is closedR R R
w xunder direct products. By CM, Proposition 1.5 , it follows that V isS
w  .  .xfinitely generated. We can conclude by C2, Theorem 3, a m d .
When the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.4 hold true, we say that
the torsion theory counter equivalence is a tilting counter equi¨ alence, and
VR S X66 .  .we denote it simply by T, F X , Y . The choice of the bimodule V66 S R
 wis not necessarily unique, as Example 5.6 shows see also CbF2, ``Remark
x.Concerning Uniqueness'' .
 .  .From Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, i m vii , we get immediately:
VR S66 .  .663.5. COROLLARY. Let T, F X , Y be a torsion theory counterXVS R
equi¨ alence. Then the associated basic one is a tilting counter equi¨ alence if
 .  .  .  .and only if Ann T : Ann F , Ann X = Ann Y , and T is closedR R S S
under direct products.
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 .  .3.6. Remarks. 1 In Theorem 3.4 iii , the natural isomorphisms
 X . S . X 1  .Hom V , y ( Tor V, y in S-Mod and V m y ( Ext V, y in R-S 1 RR
Mod are both needed: Example 5.7 shows that there are non-tilting
counter equivalences where, for instance, the second isomorphism holds in
R-Mod and the first holds in Y , but not in S-Mod, even if Y contains any
simple module.
 .2 Example 5.8 shows that there exist basic counter equivalences
between the same torsion theory and torsion theories on nonisomorphic
algebras of the same finite dimension.
4. QUASI-TILTING COUNTER EQUIVALENCES
 .The equivalence represented by a quasi-tilting triple R, V, S , intro-
duced in Theorem 2.6, can be completed to a ``local form'' of torsion
theory counter equivalence. This is obtained, similarly to the tilting case,
by means of the ext and tor functors associated to the bimodule V . TheR S
proof of the following result follows faithfully that of the Tilting Theorem
w xgiven in CbF1, Theorem 1.4 , even if almost all the properties of quasi-tilt-
ings basically work to guarantee the validity of the single steps of the
proof.
 .  .4.1. THEOREM. Let R, V, S be a quasi-tilting triple, S s SrAnn V , QS
U  .an injecti¨ e cogenerator of R-Mod, and V s Hom V, Q . LetS R
H s Hom V , y , H X s Ext1 V , y , .  .R R
T s V y , T X s Tor S V , y .m 1
S
to obtain pairs of functors
X XH , H : Gen V ª S-Mod and T , T : S-Mod ª Gen V .  .R R
and let
T s Ker H X , F s Ker H , X s Ker T , Y s Ker T X .
Then:
X X X X .a TH s 0 s T H and HT s 0 s H T ;Gen V . S -ModR
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 .b there are natural transformations u and h that, together with the
canonical transformations r and s , yield exact sequences
r hM M X X0 ª TH M ª M ª T H M ª 0, .  .
u sN NX X0 ª H T N ª N ª HT N ª 0 .  .
 .for each M g Gen V and for each N g S-Mod;R
 .  .  U .  .c T s Gen V , Y s Cogen V , and, moreo¨er, T, F andR S
 .  .X , Y are torsion theories in Gen V and S-Mod, respecti¨ ely;R
H H X6
6
6
6 .d T Y and F X are category equi¨ alences.XT T
Proof. First of all, we check that H, T , H X, and T X are well defined.
XThis is clearly true for H and H . Next, for every N g S-Mod there is an
exact sequence of the form
 X .0 ª K ª S ª N ª 0, ) .
from which we get the exact row
X X X .  X .  X .0 s T S ª T N ª T K ª T S ( V ª T N ª 0, .  .  .  .  .R
X  X . .  .  .  .where T S s 0 by Lemma 2.5, ii « iii , as V m Ann V s 0. ThisSS
 .  .  .  .proves that T N g Gen V : Gen V and, similarly, that T K gR R
X .  .  .Gen V . Therefore, T N g Gen V .R R
H .  .Next, from Proposition 2.1 we have that Gen V l V s Gen V is aR R
X  .torsion class in R-Mod, so that T [ Ker H s Gen V is a torsion classR
 .  .in Gen V too; the corresponding torsion-free class in Gen V isR R
 .  .obviously F [ Ker H. From Theorem 2.6, II and III , we have that
 U . XCogen V is a torsion-free class in S-Mod, so that Y [ Ker T sS
U .Cogen V is a torsion-free class in S-Mod too; the correspondingS
 .torsion class in S-Mod is X [ Ker T. Moreover, again by Theorem 2.6 II ,
H 6
6  .  .T Y is a category equivalence. This proves c and the first part of d .T
 .  .In order to prove a , we start with a module M g Gen V . Then thereR
is an exact sequence
0 ª M ª M X ª MY ª 0, )) .
X Y  .  .where M and M belong to Gen V . Applying Hom V, y , we get theR R
 X.  Y . X . X X .  .exact sequence H M ª H M ª H M ª H M s 0, as Gen VR
HX 6
6 .s Ker H . Since T is right exact, T s Gen V , and T Y is an equiva-R T
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lence with counit r, we obtain the commutative diagram with exact rows
X 6 Y 6M M 0
X Yr r( (M M
6 6
X Y X6 6 6 .  .  .TH M TH M TH M 0
X .which shows that TH M s 0. Moreover, there is an exact sequence
X  .  X .0 ª M ª Q , from which we derive the exact row 0 ª H M ª H Q
 U .X  .  U . X( V . Thus H M g Cogen V s Ker T . This proves thatS S
X  .T H M s 0.
 .Let N g S-Mod, and let us consider the exact sequence ) . We have
HU X .  X . 66 .  .that K and S s H V belong to Cogen V s Y . As T Y isR S T
an equivalence with unit s , we obtain the commutative diagram with exact
rows
X  X .6 6 6 .  .  .0 HT N HT K HT S
s X .s( (K S
6 6
 X .6 60 K S
X .  .  . Xwhich shows that HT N s 0. Since T N g Gen V s Ker H , weR
X  .  .have H T N s 0, and so a is proved.
 .  .In order to prove the first part of b , we consider M g Gen V . SinceR
 . H  .Gen V : V , the exact sequence )) induces the exact sequenceR
c
X Y X0 ª H M ª H M ª H M ª H M ª 0. .  .  .  .
We obtain two short exact sequences
0 ª H M ª H M X ª L ª 0, .  .
0 ª L ª H MY ª H X M ª 0, .  .
 .  U . X X . X .where L s Im c g Cogen V s Ker T . Then T L s TH M sS
X  Y . w xT H M s 0, so that the same argument of CbF1, proof of Theorem 1.4
X X .gives a natural epimorphism h : M ª T H M with kernel Im r . TheM M
 .last part of b has a similar proof. Let us consider N g S-Mod and the
 .exact sequence ) . From the induced exact sequence
f
X  X .0 ª T N ª T K ª T S ª T N ª 0, .  .  .  .
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we obtain two short exact sequences
 X .0 ª L ª T S ª T N ª 0, .  .
0 ª T X N ª T K ª L ª 0, .  .
 .  . X X . X .where L s Im f g Gen V s Ker H . Then H L s HT N sR
X  . w xH T K s 0, so that the same argument of CbF1, proof of Theorem 1.4
X X .gives a natural monomorphism u : H T N ª N with image Ker s .N N
 .  X.  X .  .From a we get Im H : X and Im T : F. Moreover, from b we
obtain that h ° : 1 ª T XH X and u ° : H XT X ª 1 are natural isomor-F F X X
 .phisms. This completes the proof of d .
Under the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 4.1, the pair of equiva-
 . 1  .Hom V , y Ext V , yR R6
6
6
6lences T Y and F X given by a quasi-tilting tripleSVm y  .Tor V , yS 1
 .R, V, S is called a quasi-tilting counter equi¨ alence, and denoted by
VR S .  .  .  .¦T, F X , Y . It must be noted that T, F and X , Y are torsion
 .theories, respectively, in the subcategories Gen V of R-Mod andR
 .  .  .End V -Mod of S-Mod. Gen V s T and End V -Mod s Y can beR R R
considered as localizations, respectively, of R-Mod and S-Mod, with re-
 .spect to the bimodule V see Example 5.10 .R S
In the artinian case, quasi-tilting and tilting counter equivalences are
quite close:
 .4.2. COROLLARY. Let R be a left artinian ring, R, V, S a quasi-tilting
VR S .  .¦triple with associated quasi-tilting counter equi¨ alence T, F X , Y .
 .  .  .Let R s RrAnn V and S s SrAnn V . Then R, V, S is a tiltingR S
VR S66 .  .triple with associated counter equi¨ alence T, F X , Y .66
 .Proof. By Corollary 2.4, V is a tilting module, Gen V s R-Mod,R R
 .  .  .and S s End V s End V . It follows that R, V, S is a tilting triple,R R
VR S .  .¦and the quasi-tilting counter equivalence T, F X , Y coincides with
VR S66 .  .T, F X , Y .66
The theory of Colby and Fuller on torsion theory counter equivalences
is in fact a strong generalization of the tilting setting. As proved in
VR S66 .  .66Theorem 3.4, for a torsion theory counter equivalence T, F X , YXVS Rthe following properties can fail:
 .a T contains every injective module and Y contains every projec-
tive module;
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 . S . 1  .b the functors Tor V, y and Ext V, y induce an equivalence1 R
between X and F.
On the contrary, our generalization}from tilting to quasi-tilting triples
}goes in the direction suggested by the previous conditions. Similarly to
VR S .  .¦the tilting case, a quasi-tilting counter equivalence T, F X , Y satis-
 .  .  .fies conditions a and b restricted to the subcategories Gen V ofR
 .  .R-Mod and End V -Mod of S-Mod, by means of Proposition 2.1 iv andR
 .Theorems 2.6 III and 4.1. Therefore, the quasi-tilting context seems closer
than the Colby]Fuller one to tilting theory. Nevertheless, there is a
natural connection between torsion theory counter equivalences and our
setting:
VR S66 .  .664.3. COROLLARY. Let T, F X , Y be a torsion theory counterXVS R
 .  X .equi¨ alence. Then R, V, S and S, V , R are quasi-tilting triples, gi¨ ing,
respecti¨ ely, the quasi-tilting counter equi¨ alences
VR S¦T , F l T X l Y , Y .  .
and
XVS R¦X , Y l X T l F , F . .  .
 .  .Proof. From Lemma 3.1 ii it follows that V m SrAnn Y ( V .S R SS
 .  .Therefore, by Theorem 2.6 I we get that R, V, S is a quasi-tilting triple
 .  .and T s Gen V . Moreover, by Theorem 2.6 III , we have Y sR
 .  .SrAnn Y -Mod s SrAnn V -Mod. Thus, applying Theorem 4.1 toS S
 .R, V, S , we obtain the quasi-tilting counter equivalence of the form
VR S .  .¦T, F l T X l Y , Y .
XThe same argument holds for V .S R
From Lemma 3.1 and Corollaries 2.8 and 4.3, we get immediately:
VR S66 .  .664.4. COROLLARY. If T, F X , Y is a torsion theory counter equi¨ -XVS R
alence, then T and X are quasi-tilting torsion classes in R-Mod and S-Mod,
 .respecti¨ ely, and F and Y are cotilting torsion-free classes in RrAnn F -R
 .Mod and SrAnn Y -Mod, respecti¨ ely.S
 .  X .4.5. DEFINITION. Two quasi-tilting triples R, V, S and S, V , R are
called complementary if the bimodules V and V X represent a torsionR S S R
theory counter equivalence.
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 .As already observed in Remark 2.7 c , a quasi-tilting triple does not
necessarily admit a complement.
w xThe following result, analogous to CbF2, Theorem 2.5 , complements
Corollary 4.3:
 .  X .4.6. THEOREM. Let R, V, S and S, V , R be quasi-tilting triples, and
VR S .  .¦consider the associated quasi-tilting counter equi¨ alences T, F X , Y0 0
V XS R .  .¦and X , Y T , F . Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:0 0
 .  .  X .i R, V, S and S, V , R are complementary;
 .  .  .ii T, F and X , Y are torsion theories in R-Mod and S-Mod,
respecti¨ ely;
 . X Xiii V m V s 0 s V m V and, for all M g R-Mod,R S
Hom V , M s 0 s V X m M implies M s 0, .R S
and for all N g S-Mod,
Hom V X , N s 0 s V m N implies N s 0. .S S
 .  .  . XProof. i « iii By hypothesis, Gen V s Ker V m y . This givesR R
X  .immediately V m V s 0, and M s 0 whenever Hom V, M s 0 sRR
V X m M. The other two conditions can be proved in the same way.R
 .  .  .iii « ii As observed in Theorem 2.6 III , Y is a torsion-free class
in S-Mod, associated to the torsion class Ker V m y . Since X sS
 X.  X. XGen V , we have to prove that Gen V s Ker V m y . From V m VS S S S
 X.s 0 we get Gen V : Ker V m y . Conversely, let L be such thatS SS
 .  X.XV m L s 0. Then V m LrTr L s 0 too. Since Gen V is a torsionV SS S
 X  ..X Xclass, Tr is a radical; hence Hom V , LrTr L s 0. Therefore,V S V
 .  X.  .XLrTr L s 0 by assumption, i.e., L g Gen V . This proves that X , YV S
 .is a torsion theory in S-Mod. A similar argument works for T, F in
R-Mod.
 .  .  .ii « i It follows by hypotheses and Theorem 2.6 III .
 .  .4.7. Remarks. 1 Remark 5.9 1 shows that there is a torsion theory6
6 . 66  .counter equivalence T, F X , Y between R-Mod and S-Mod such
that S is not isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of any R-module
representing the equivalence T ¡ Y . Precisely, we construct a quasi-tilting
 .triple R, V, S which has a complement, but, for every quasi-tilting mod-
 .   ..ule U g Gen V , the triple R, U, End U has no complements.R R R
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 .  .  .2 Looking at Theorem 4.6 iii , we observe in Remarks 5.9, 2 and
 .3 , that the class of projective or injective modules and the class of
semisimple modules are not large enough to test the complementarity of
two quasi-tilting triples.
5. EXAMPLES
Throughout this section, K denotes an algebraically closed field, and all
w xrings are K-algebras given by quivers according to R . If R is a finite-di-
mensional K-algebra given by a quiver D and i is a vertex of D, then we
 .   ..  .denote by P i resp. I i the indecomposable projective resp. injective
 .  .R-module associated with i, and we denote by S i the simple top of P i .
In the following, we always identify indecomposable modules and their
isomorphism classes. If the K-algebra R is of finite representation type,
when we draw its Auslander]Reiten quiver G , we often replace indecom-R
posable modules by some obvious pictures describing their composition
series. In this way, it is easy to count the dimension of the K-vector space
of all morphisms between two indecomposable modules belonging to the
same torsion or torsion-free class. More generally, in order to discover
more or less hidden torsion theory counter equivalences, it often suffices
to compare some combinatorial data, for instance, the number of certain
indecomposable modules and the dimension of certain vector spaces. We
also note that some complicated objects involved in torsion theory counter
equivalences are just the duals with respect to the field K of certain right
modules. For instance, let R and S be K-algebras and let V be aR S
 .  .bimodule. Then it is well known that D R s Hom R , K is anR K R
injective cogenerator of R-Mod. Moreover, applying the adjoint isomor-
 w x.phism and proceeding as in tilting theory see R, page 171 over finite-di-
 .  .mensional algebras, we see that D V s Hom V , K is isomorphic toS K S
  ..Hom V , D R .R R S R
 .As the next example shows, an S-module of the form D V may beS
extremely large, and does not necessarily satisfy any finiteness condition.
5.1. EXAMPLE. There are K-algebras R and S and a tilting triple
 .R, V,S such that if Q is an injective cogenerator of R-Mod andR
U  .V s Hom V , Q , then we haveS R R S R
Cogen D V s Cogen V U / Cogen M .  . .  .S SS
for any finitely generated or finitely cogenerated module M.S
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 .First, the class of the right S-modules cogenerated by Hom V , QR R S R
 w  .x.does not depend on the injective cogenerator Q see C1, Lemma 3.2 a ;R
 . U  .moreover, the choice Q s D R gives V ( D V . Next, let R be theR R S S
K-algebra given by the quiver
b
A a ª b ,a
let e and e denote the primitive idempotents of R corresponding to thea b
 .  .vertices a and b, respectively, and let P a s Re , P b s Re .a b
Let V denote the moduleR
V s P a [ P a rRb . .  .R
 w x.Then V is a tilting module see D1, Proposition 5 , and it is easy to seeR
 .that End V is isomorphic to the K-algebra S given by the quiverR
g
c ª d B .d
 .  .Next, let T, F be the torsion theory in R-Mod with T s Gen V , andR
 .   ..let X , Y be the torsion theory in S-Mod with Y s Cogen D V . ThenS
  ..we clearly have F s Cogen P b ; that is, F consists of all semisimple
projective R-modules. This observation and the existence of an equiva-
lence between F and X assure that X contains exactly one indecompos-
  ..  .able module. Therefore, X s Gen I c , where I c is the unique simple
injective module associated with the vertex c, while Y consists of all
S-modules without simple injective summands. We claim that Y /
 .Cogen M for any finitely generated or finitely cogenerated module M.S S
To see this, let e and e denote the primitive idempotents of S corre-c d
 4sponding to c and d, respectively. Next, let Z s M g S-Mod ¬ e M s 0 .c
w xSince SrSe S is isomorphic to K x and Z is a subcategory of Yc
w xequivalent to K x -Mod, it follows that
 .1 Y contains infinitely many nonisomorphic simple modules.
Moreover, if Z g Z and Z is finitely generated, then Z is the directS S S
sum of finitely many cyclic modules; hence F d nZ s 0. Consequently,n
 .  .2 Cogen Z / Z for any finitely generated module Z g Z.S S
We also note that, if a module M is generated by a subset L of the formS
LX j LY with LX : e M, LY : e M, then its submodule e M is generatedc d d
by the subset g LX j LY. This implies that
 .3 e F is finitely generated for any finitely generated module F.d S
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 .Assume now that M is a module such that Cogen M s Y . SinceS S
 .  .Cogen e M s Z, we deduce from 2 that e M is not finitely generated.d d
 .Hence the conclusion that M is not finitely generated follows from 3 .S
On the other hand, any simple module Y g Y may be embedded in
 .Soc M. This remark and 1 assure that Soc M is not finitely generated,S S
 w x.and so M is not finitely cogenerated see AF, Proposition 10.7 . ThisS
completes the proof.
We state as a lemma the trick used in the sequel to give an example of a
module, with a very easy structure, which is quasi-tilting but not finitely
presented.
5.2. LEMMA. Let V be a module satisfying the following conditions:R
 .a any module generated by V is isomorphic to a direct sum of copiesR
1  a ..of V and Ext V, V s 0 for any cardinal a ;R R
 .b there is an exact sequence in R-Mod of the form
0 ª L ª P ª V ª 0,R
where P is a finitely generated projecti¨ e module, while L is not finitely
generated.
Then V is a quasi-tilting module which is not finitely presented.R
 .  .Proof. Since V is finitely generated by b , we deduce from a andR
 .Proposition 2.1 iii that V is a quasi-tilting module. Finally, the assertionR
 . wthat V is not finitely presented follows from b and K, Theorem 1, pageR
x167 .
The existence of quasi-tilting modules which are not finitely presented
in an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2. As we shall see, the simple
module used to see this is a factor of a projective module with very special
properties.
5.3. EXAMPLE. There is a K-algebra R such that the unique indecom-
posable faithful projective R-module P satisfies the following conditions:
 .a PrSoc P is a quasi-tilting module of projective dimension one,
but PrSoc P is not finitely presented;
 .  .b Gen P is a torsion class containing any injective module, but it
is not a tilting torsion class;
 .c P is a cotilting module, but there is no exact sequences of the
form 0 ª PX ª PY ª Q ª 0, where Q is an injective cogenerator of
R-Mod and PX, PY are direct summands of P l for some cardinal l.
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Indeed, let R denote the K-algebra given by the quiver
with infinitely many arrows, say a with n g N, from a to b, that is, let Rn
w xbe the direct limit of generalized Kronecker algebras HU, p. 182 . Next,
let e and e denote the primitive idempotents of R corresponding to thea b
vertices a and b, respectively. Finally, let P denote the module Re . Thena
P is the unique indecomposable faithful projective R module, and P
 . w x  .satisfies condition b D2, Theorem 2 . On the other hand, Gen PrSoc PR
consists of all semisimple injective R-modules, while Soc P is isomorphic
to Re/ 0 .. This observation and Lemma 5.2 prove that PrSoc P is ab
quasi-tilting module, of projective dimension one, which is not finitely
 .presented. Hence, P satisfies condition a . We claim that P is a cotilting
module. In fact, we clearly have
inj dim P s 1. 1 .  .R
Since the Jacobson radical J of R is the K-vector space generated by the
arrows a , it follows thatn
RrJ is semisimple and J 2 s 0. 2 .
Let now H be a nonzero finitely generated right ideal of R. Assume first
H : e K q  a K. Then, for any 0 / h g H, we have hR s hK anda ng N n
 .Ann h s e R. Consequently, there exists an exact sequence of the formR b
0 ª e Rd ª Rd ª H ª 0, where d s dim H. Now suppose H ­ e K qb K a
 a K. Since H is a right ideal of R, we obtain e R : H. Conse-ng N n b
quently, we have either H s R or H s e R ( Rre R. This proves that Rb a
w xis right coherent, and so AF, Theorem 19.20 implies that
any direct product of flat left R-modules is flat. 3 .
 . w xOn the other hand, we deduce from 2 and AF, Theorem 28.4 that
any flat left R-module is projective. 4 .
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 .  .Putting 3 and 4 together, we get
Ext1 P l, P s 0 for any cardinal l. 5 .  .R
 . 1  .Next, let M be a module such that Hom M, P s 0 and Ext M, P s 0.R R
 .We claim that M s 0. Assume the contrary. Since Hom Re , P / 0, ourR b
assumptions on M imply that M has a projective resolution of the form
il. n .0 ª X ( Re ª Y ( P ª M ª 0 for some cardinal l, n / 0. Hence,b
the following sequence is exact:
iU 10 s Hom M , P ª Hom Y , P ª Hom X , P ª Ext M , P s 0. .  .  .  .R R R R
6 .
To find a contradiction, fix any 0 / x g X. Since e P s [ a P, web nng N
 .have e Y s [ a Y. Consequently, there is some m such that i x gb nng N
[m a Y. This implies thatnns0
m
f i x g a P for any f g Hom Y , P . 7 .  .  . . [ n R
ns0
 .  .On the other hand, we have Hom X , P ( Hom X , e P (R R b
 .Hom X, e P . This means thatK b
g x ¬ g g Hom X , P s e P . 8 4 .  .  .R b
 .  .  .Since 8 is a contradiction to 6 and 7 , we obtain M s 0, as claimed.
 .  .Thus, by 1 and 5 , M is a cotilting module. Finally, let Q be an injective
cogenerator of R-Mod. Then Q has a projective resolution of the form
 .0 ª P ª P ª Q ª 0, where P f Gen P , while P is a direct sum of1 0 1 0
copies of P. Now, let L and L be direct summands of P l for some l.0 1
 .  .Then we deduce from 3 and 4 that L and L are projective modules.0 1
This observation and our hypotheses on P and P imply that P [ L g0 1 0 1
 .  . w xGen P , while P [ L f Gen P . Hence, by K, Theorem 1, page 167 ,1 0
there is no exact sequence of the form 0 ª L ª L ª Q ª 0. This1 0
 .remark completes the proof of c .
It suffices to deal with finite-dimensional algebras, of finite global
dimension, to see that there is no restriction on the projective dimension
of quasi-tilting modules, even of a very special kind compare Proposition
 .  .  . .2.3 with conditions c , d , and e in the next example .
5.4. EXAMPLE. For any n G 2, there are a K-algebra R and a quasi-
tilting module V satisfying the following conditions:R
 .  .a gl dim R s n q 1;
 .  . n  .  .b proj dim V s n and Ext V, M / 0 for some M g Gen V ;R R R
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 .  .c R-Mod_Gen V contains exactly one indecomposable module;R
 .  .d R-Mod_Gen V contains exactly one indecomposable injectiveR
module;
 .   ..e dim Ann V s 1.K R
Fix some n G 2, and let R be the K-algebra given by the quiver
a a a a1 2 n nq16 6 6 6 6 61 2 3 ??? n n q 1 n q 2
with a a s 0 for any i s 1, . . . , n. Next, let V denote the moduleiq1 i R
V s P i [ S 2 . .  .[R
i/3
 .  .Then Gen V is the torsion class T of a torsion theory T, F , and G hasR R
the following shape:
 .Let R denote the algebra RrAnn V . Then it is easy to check that VR R
is a tilting module. Therefore, Theorem 2.6 implies that V is a quasi-tilt-R
 .  .  .  .ing module. Moreover, a , c , d , and e clearly hold, and it is easy to
check that the following K-vector spaces are isomorphic:
Ext1 V , S 3 ( Ext2 V , S 4 ( ??? ( Ext n V , S n q 2 . .  .  . .  .  .R R R
 . 1   ..Since proj dim V s n and Ext V, S 3 / 0, this remark completes theR R
 .proof of b .
The next lemma shows that the degree of freedom in the choice of an
equivalence between two subcategories of semisimple modules may be as
large as possible.
 .  .5.5. LEMMA. Let R resp. S be a K-algebra, let C resp. D be a
 .subcategory of R-Mod resp. S-Mod closed under direct sums and consisting
 .of semisimple modules. Let Ind C resp. Ind D be a representati¨ e system of
the isomorphism classes of the indecomposable modules belonging to C resp.
.D , and assume that the following conditions hold:
 .  .  .a End C ( K, End D ( K for any C g Ind C , D g Ind D;R R
 . < < < <b Ind C s Ind D s n for some n g N.
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F 6
6Then for any bijection F: Ind C ª Ind D there is an equi¨ alence C D,G
where F extends F.
 4  4  .Proof. Let Ind C s C , . . . , C , Ind D s D , . . . , D , and let F C1 n 1 n i
s D for any i. Fix some C g C. Then C is isomorphic to a direct sum ofi
the form [n C a i., where the cardinals a , . . . , a are uniquely deter-i 1 nis1
w xmined P, Proposition 2.5 . This observation guarantees that F extends to a
bijection between the objects of C and the objects of D, sending [n C a i.iis1
n a i.  .to [ D . On the other hand, by a there is a unique choice to defineiis1
the action on morphisms of a functor, say F: C ª D, which extends F.
Since F is faithful and full, the existence of a functor G, giving the desired
w xequivalence, follows from J, Proposition 1.3, page 27 .
It is also easy to give an example where even all obvious functors,
related to different pairs of candidate tilting bimodules, are not enough to
obtain all the equivalences involved in a tilting counter equivalence.
5.6. EXAMPLE. There are K-algebras R and S and tilting counter
 .  .equivalent torsion theories T, F in R-Mod and X , Y in S-Mod, with
the following properties:
 .  .a there is exactly one tilting bimodule V representing an equiv-R S
alence between T and Y ;
 .b there are exactly two nonisomorphic S]R-bimodules represent-
ing an equivalence between X and F.
In this case, let R denote the K-algebra given by the quiver
b ga
1 ª 2 ª 3 ª 4 with gb s 0.
Then the injective R-modules generate the tilting torsion class T of the
 .following torsion theory T, F :
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Next, let S denote the K-algebra given by the quiver
hd e
5 ª 6 ª 7 ª 8 with ed s 0.
Then the projective S-modules cogenerate the cotilting torsion-free class
 .Y of the following torsion theory X , Y :
 .  .  .  .Moreover, the tilting module V s P 3 [ S 3 [ P 1 [ S 1 , viewed as aR
right S-module in an obvious way, represents an equivalence between T
and Y . Using this remark, and comparing the dimension of the vector
spaces of all morphisms between indecomposable modules in T and Y , we
 .  .immediately obtain a . On the other hand, b follows from Lemma 5.5.
 .The next example shows that we cannot replace condition iii of
Theorem 3.4 by a weaker one.
5.7. EXAMPLE. There are K-algebras R and S and counter equivalent
 .  .torsion theories T, F in R-Mod and X , Y in S-Mod with the following
properties:
 .  X .a there is exactly one bimodule V resp. V representing anR S S R
H T X6
6
6
6 .equivalence T Y resp. X F ;XT H
 .b V is not a tilting bimodule;R S
 .c one of the following conditions holds:
X X1 S .  .  .1 Ext V, y ( H in R-Mod, Tor V, y ( T in Y , and YR 1
contains any simple module;
X XS 1 .  .  .2 Tor V, y ( T in S-Mod, Ext V, y ( H in T, and T1 R
contains any simple module.
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In the following, let A and B denote, respectively, the K-algebras given
a 6
6by the quivers 1 ª 2 and 3 4, with ab s 0 and ba s 0. Now, letb
 .  .R s A, S s B, and let T, F and X , Y be the torsion theories depicted
 .in G and G with identification along the vertical dashed lines :R S
 .Then a follows from the choice of T, Y , X , and F. On the other hand, it
 .  .is easy to check that the bimodule V defined in a satisfies b andR S
 .  .  .  .condition 1 of c . Finally, let R s B, S s A, and let T, F and X , Y
be the following torsion theories:
 .  .Also in this case, a holds. Moreover, the bimodule V defined in aR S
 .  .  .satisfies b and condition 2 of c .
We also note that, given a finite-dimensional K-algebra R and a torsion
 .theory T, F in R-Mod, the K-algebras and torsion theories related to R
 .and T, F by a basic counter equivalence may be more than expected. For
instance, the next example shows that we cannot use one of the most
obvious combinatorial data, that is the dimension, to distinguish noniso-
morphic algebras with this property. Moreover, two of these algebras with
the same dimension may be quite different from several points of view.
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5.8. EXAMPLE. There are finite-dimensional K-algebras R and S and
 .  .  X X.torsion theories T, F , X , Y in R-Mod and X , Y in S-Mod such that
the following conditions hold:
 .  .  .a there is a basic counter equivalence between T, F and X , Y
  X X..resp. X , Y ;
 .b R is not isomorphic to S, but dim R s dim S;K K
 .  .  .c X , Y is the unique torsion theory in R-Mod satisfying a , but
 X X.  .X , Y is not the unique torsion theory in S-Mod satisfying a ;
 .  .d R ( End M for some finitely generated module M such thatR R
 . H  .T s Gen M / M , but S \ End N for any finitely generated mod-R R
ule N g T.R
ba
To see this, let R be the K-algebra given by the quiver 1 ª 2 ª 3 with
 .  .ba s 0, and let T, F and X , Y be the following torsion theories:
Next, let S be the K-algebra given by the quiver 4 ª 6 ¤ 5, and let
 X X.  Y Y .X , Y and X , Y be the following torsion theories:
 .  .  .Then a , b , and c obviously hold. On the other hand, let M denote theR
 .  .  .  .  .module S 2 [ P 1 [ S 1 . Then we have End M ( R, Gen M s T,R R
1  .and Ext M, M / 0. Finally, S admits two indecomposable projectiveR
 .modules with isomorphic socles. However, it is easy to see that End NR
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does not have this property for any finitely generated module N g T.R
 .Hence, also d holds.
In the next remarks we outline some properties of quasi-tilting triples
withrwithout complements, and we show that the behavior of all but one
 .indecomposable modules either simple or projective]injective does not
characterize complementary quasi-tilting triples compare with condition
 . .iii in Theorem 4.6 .
 .  .5.9. Remarks. 1 Let R, V, S be a quasi-tilting triple representing an
equivalence between the classes T and Y X defined in Example 5.8. Then
 .we deduce from a that
 .  .) R, V, S is a quasi-tilting triple admitting a complement.
 .Since End V admits exactly three indecomposable modules, it followsR
that
 .   ..)) R, V, End V is a quasi-tilting triple without comple-R
ments.
More generally, it is easy to see that, for any nonzero quasi-tilting module
  ..U g T, the quasi-tilting triple R, U, End U does not have a comple-R R
ment.
 .  .2 Let R, W, R be a quasi-tilting triple representing an equiva-
lence between the classes X and F defined in Example 5.8. Then X m T,
F m Y , and the following facts hold:
 .  .i R, W, R is not complementary to itself;
 .ii W m W s 0;R
 .  .iii Hom W, M s 0 s W m M implies M s 0 for any R-R R
module M of the form M s P [ I with P projective and I injective i.e.,
.for any M of the form M s X [ F with X g X and F g F .
 .Since Ker Hom W, y s Y and Ker W m y s T, there is exactly oneR R
 .indecomposable module M such that Hom W, M s 0 and W m M s 0,R R
 .namely the simple module S 2 .
 .3 Using the K-algebra A given by the quiver ?ª ? and the simple
 .injective module I, we immediately obtain a quasi-tilting triple A, I, A
 .  .satisfying the analogue of i , ii , and the following condition:
 X.  .iii Hom I, M s 0 s I m M implies M s 0 for any semisim-A A
ple module M i.e., for any M without nonzero projective]injective sum-
.mands .
Also dealing with K-algebras of finite representation type with the same
number of indecomposable modules, it is easy to construct quasi-tilting
counter equivalences which are not torsion theory counter equivalences.
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 .5.10. EXAMPLE. Let R resp. S be the K-algebra given by the quiver
ba  .  .1 ª 2 ª 3 4 with ba s 0 resp. 5 ª 6 7 ª 8 , and let T, F and
 .X , Y be the following splitting torsion theories:
 .Next, let R, V, S be a quasi-tilting triple representing an equivalence
between T and Y . Then the following facts hold:
 .  .i R, V, S does not admit a complement, because F and X are
not equivalent;
 . 1  . S .  .ii the functors Ext V, y and Tor V, y see Section 4 give theR 1
unique equivalence between T l F and Y l X .
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